Benefits of ATG include:

1. **Utilization now exceeds 90%**
2. ATG handled the entire implementation with input from the College’s e-commerce and purchasing departments.
3. To gain buy-in, ATG presented at the College’s monthly administrative meeting & also conducted personal training.

How America to Go optimized ordering & expense management for Albert Einstein College of Medicine

**THE CHALLENGE**

Albert Einstein College of Medicine needed a way to consolidate the food ordering and billing process through their JAGGAER portal. In addition, the College was looking to eliminate the “purchase-first, reimbursement-later” method of ordering food. Lastly, it was very important for them to utilize local vendors and restaurants.

**THE SOLUTION**

America To Go (ATG) offered Einstein a one-stop food ordering solution through Jaggaer that provides comprehensive financial reporting and drastically reduces purchasing card usage. Ordering accuracy has been enhanced and customer support improved. ATG also works very closely with local vendors and restaurants.

**LAUNCHING THE PROGRAM**


ATG handled the entire implementation with input from the College’s e-commerce and purchasing departments.

To gain buy-in, ATG presented at the College’s monthly administrative meeting & also conducted personal training.

Utilization now exceeds 90%.

**AMERICA TO GO**

Catering Management Solution

America To Go is an online food ordering and expense management company that provides customizable electronic marketplaces for customers to connect with a broad network of local restaurants & caterers.

**ADDED BONUS!**

Winner of the 2018 Innovator’s Award from the Albert Einstein College of Medicine, at the 30th annual Ernst Jaffé Science & Service Expo Vendor Show.

ATG’s reporting tool helped Einstein determine budgets for 2018.

**BENEFITS OF ATG:**

- 24-hour customer service & dedicated account management
- Streamlined process & greater efficiency
- Reduced accounting time, cost & paperwork
- Enhanced spend visibility & reporting
- Increased visibility of local restaurants & caterers

See how America to Go can help your institution. Visit www.eandi.org.